The existence of extra SM families results in essential enhancement of the gluon fusion channel Higgs boson production at hadron colliders. In this case, the SM Higgs boson can be seen at the upgraded Tevatron via the "golden mode" (H→4l) for certain values of its mass.
It is known that the Standard Model (SM) does not predict the number of families of fundamental fermions. The LEP restriction N ν = 3.00 ± 0.06 [1] is valid only for relatively light neutrinos with m ν < m Z /2. On the other hand, the Flavor Democracy favors the existence of the nearly degenerate, heavy, m 4 ≈ 8m W , fourth SM family (see [2] and references therein). Extra SM generations lead to essential enhancement of Higgs boson production due to the gluon fusion at hadron colliders [3] [4] [5] [6] − is the matter of interest [4] .
For both cases the signal will be seen with more than 3σ statistical significance at L int > 10fb -1 . In this note it is shown that extra generations will give opportunity to observe the "golden mode",
GeV < m H < 155 GeV or 185 GeV < m H < 250 GeV. Since the fifth SM family is strongly disfavored [2] by both precision electroweak data and phenomenology arguments, below I consider the four SM families. For estimations the value of L int = 15 fb -1 is used, which corresponds to the upgraded Tevatron run before the LHC will enter into game.
The expected numbers of "golden" events are given in Table 1 . The Higgs production cross-sections are taken from [8] . Enhancement factor (k 4/3 ) values correspond to the degenerate fourth family with m 4 ≈ 640 GeV [5] . It is seen that N(4l)>10 are predicted for two regions of the Higgs mass, namely, 130 GeV < m H < 155 GeV and 185 GeV < m H < 250 GeV. The most serious background is the pair production of Z bosons, ZZX p p → (Z→l + l − ), which has σ ≈ 6 fb [9] and should be taken into account for the latter region.
This background can be suppressed by consideration of the appropriate four-lepton invariant mass distribution. For example, if m H = 200 GeV, one expects 20 signal events, comparing to 5 background events within M inv (4l) = 200 ± 5 GeV bin. So, the existence of the fourth SM family leads to essential consequences for Higgs search strategy at upgraded Tevatron (as well as at the LHC [6] ). On the one hand, the Tevatron will be able to discover the Higgs boson if it is lighter than 250 GeV. On the other hand, if Higgs boson will not be found at the Tevatron and its mass is really less than 250 GeV, this will mean that the Nature really prefers the three SM families. Of course, these statements are based on rough estimations and detailed analysis of all three processes ( HX p p → ; H→τ + τ − , W * W * and 4l) and corresponding backgrounds should be performed. The work on the subject is under progress. Finally, in the recent paper [10] it is shown that precision electroweak data allows the existence of a few extra SM families, if one allows new neutral leptons to have masses close to 50 GeV and sufficiently long lifetimes in order to escape the detector. In this case the Higgs boson becomes "invisible" at the LEP and Tevatron for m H < 160 GeV. Concerning the golden mode at the Tevatron, the first region (130 GeV < m H < 155 GeV) will be "lost", whereas our results are still valid for the second region (185 GeV < m H < 250 GeV). It seems that in the former case we should wait the TESLA [11] operation for the discovery of the Higgs boson. The work on this subject is also under progress. P.S. In principle, similar enhancement takes place also in the framework of the MSSM at large tgβ [12] . However, I did not consider this possibility, since (in my opinion) SUSY should be realized at (pre-)preonic level, because of the parameter inflation (see [13] and references therein). 
